Powdered Media is the newest addition to Microbiological Associates Tissue Culture Media Family. As with all of our Media products, each component of our new Powdered Media is selected to meet exacting requirements. All materials used in the preparation are of the finest purity available and are fully assayed and controlled to meet published standards.

Representative samples from each production lot are tested in accordance with the same rigid standards we have established for our liquid and tablet media.

We offer a complete range of the most popular Tissue Culture Media Powder in plastic (screw cap) bottles in quantities sufficient to prepare either 5, 10 or 50 liters of Media.

Established, published standards are used for our products when available. Where no official or recommended standards have been published, we have developed our own quality control specifications in accordance with accepted standard practices. Only the highest quality salts, amino acids, vitamins, and other ingredients are utilized.

We would appreciate the opportunity to quote on your bulk requirements.

For your convenience you can now call our Customer Service Department for your specific requirements Toll Free 800-638-0998. Maryland customers call (301) 654-3400.
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